A detailed study is made of the affine coordinate ring of the Chevalley group SL, over the integers as base ring. Certain applications to the representation theory of groups of semisimple rank 1 are made, including the construction of a filtration on modules obtained by inducing a character of a maximal torus T from T up to the group. We show this filtration extends the Jantzen-Andersen filtration on the dual Weyl module with highest weight given by that character, in case the character in question is dominant.
Introduction
In [4] , J. C. Jantzen (see also [5, 6] ) constructed a certain canonical filtration on Weyl modules for a semisimple algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field of nonzero characteristic, using the existence of a contravariant form. The Weyl modules appear as the top nonvanishing degree of sheaf cohomology of homogeneous line bundles on G/B, B a Borel subgroup of G. In [1] , H. H. Andersen (see also [2] ) extended Jantzen's nitrations to the other degrees of cohomology, and showed that if the filtration levels are respected by certain intertwining mappings, then G. Lusztig's conjectured formula [7] for the character of a simple module for G would follow.
We are interested in extending Andersen's method to filter modules of the form indrX for X a character on a maximal torus r in (J. In this article we show that such an extension can be made in the case where G is a connected reductive group of semisimple rank 1. In a companion article [3] we use the results of this article to study the same question for a general reductive group. Once the filtration on indrA has been constructed it is fairly easy to get a corresponding filtration on the so-called "baby Verma module" ZriX), which should be the analogue of Jantzen's filtration of the Weyl modules. Obtaining such a filtration was a primary motivation for this work. We do not pursue that application here as it is considered in the general case in [3] .
By standard arguments, the situation for a group of semisimple rank 1 reduces to SL2, so we only consider that case explicitly. The notation is standard.
Background and definitions may be found in [6] .
Let a be the lone positive root, where B corresponds to -a. If A is a character on T, we identify X with the integer (av , X). In § 1 we show that for each dominant X there is an embedding HZ{X) = indGBz X-^ ind^X) and for each positive integer q such that X > q -1 an embedding (later q is specialized to a power of p)
These embeddings are unique up to scalar. We show in §2 that, for X > q -1, there are Gz maps
which coincide with the maps used by Andersen [1] when restricted to the image of the above embeddings. It is these maps which give us, by the method of Andersen, the nitrations. In §3, we show that our filtration on ind/ X coincides with Andersen's when restricted to HZ(X). The proof of that result is nontrivial, (even for SL2), requiring the detailed information on the embedding of Hz(-X -2) in indrz(2<7 -2 -X) provided by Proposition 1 at the end of §1.
Embeddings in the coordinate ring
Let Gz = (SL2)Z be the affine algebraic Z-group scheme given for any commutative ring A by GZ(A) = all 2x2 matrices over A of determinant 1. The affine coordinate ring Z[C?Z] is the quotient of the polynomial algebra Z[XU , XX2,X2X, X22] by the ideal (XXXX22 -XX2X2X -1). Write xl} for the image of X¡¡, and identify x¡¡ with the morphism from Gz to affine one space A which maps g e GZ(A) onto its (i, j) th entry, for each commutative ring A . Let Tz be the maximal torus in Gz given by TZ(A) = diagonal matrices in GZ(A), and Bz (resp., Bz) the Borel subgroup given by BziA) = lower triangular matrices in GZ(A), (resp., BziA) = upper triangular matrices in GziA)). Let ex be the character on Tz given by restricting x,, to Tz. Then a = 2e, is the positive root (determined by Bz), -a = -2e, is the negative root (determined by Bz). Since Z(TZ) = Ze, , we shall from now on identify ex with the unit in Z, so that characters Xe XiTz) are identified with integers.
A (iK'™) (n>r"').
where the sum is carried over all partitions ß = /?(1) + /?(2) of the integral matrix ß into a sum of two nonnegative integral matrices /?(1) and /? (2) , and where, for a matrix, Rj stands for the sum of the entries in row i, and C the sum of entries in column j . Let q be a positive integer.
Lemma 3. Suppose X > q -1. There is an embedding of Hz(-X -2) = R ind^z(-A -2) in vnáTz(2q -2 -X). The embedding is unique up to scalar multiple, andean be so chosen that the image of HZ(-X-2) in ind^i(2q-2-X)
has the Z-basis
Proof. First note that the {Uq, v\ , ... , v;'} are linearly independent because each v'¡ has left Tz weight X -2i and so the v'¡ all belong to distinct weight spaces. Comparing with [6, 11.5.2(d)] we see that it is sufficient to show the standard root subgroups act by (1.6)
for all z e A , for all A , and for all i (0 < i < X). We verify (1.7) below.
First we have from the definition of v'¡ that 1 0
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Hence, 1 0
Thus, (1.7) will follow if we can show that
for all i, j, and w (0 < « < j) This is a simple exercise. One way to see it is to expand (1 +x)', (1 +x)", and ( 1 +x)J~" by the binomial formula and then multiply; the result ( 1.8) is obtained by comparing coefficients. Thus, (1.7) isvalid. We leave the verification of (1.6), which is similar, to the reader. Finally, to see that the embedding is unique up to scalar, note that Hz(-X-2) has a unique (up to scalar) maximal vector, which is, by definition, a nonzero element of the Uz invariant points in Hz(-X -2). Here Uz is the unipotent radical of Bz . Now any embedding of Gz modules Hz(-X -2) -* ind-¡y(2q -2 -X) must map this maximal vector to a Uz invariant point in Lemma 4. Assume X > q -1. In terms of the basis {x : ßx2ßly -0}" of the coordinate ring Z[GZ], we have
Remark. The two formulas in (1.9) do coincide when i = X -(q -I), for in that case we have for all 0 < /' < X -(q -1 ) that
Proof of Lemma 4. By (1.5) we have
Assume that Q < / < A -(# -1). Then, applying the relation x12x21 = Tlhj=o(-iyOxhuJx22~J ' formula (1.10) takes the form •!-¿B-»j (i_/!ï ") (*¡ ') ( ,)*"^r<-"-''2-,w = ÉD-»J ("~,(!»~ ") (f¡ ') (*K'*;r,a-"-'*r,i-J i <-7 = ED-inT-;: Since i -u > X -(q -1) -u, for all 0 < u < X -(q -1), by applying the relation (x12x2,)^-"-" = ^lo""''""("D7(""^7n-")(^, 1^22)""^"''"""' to the previous identity, we obtain The following result is crucial for §3. Let p > 0 be an arbitrary prime. Proposition 1. Let r be a nonnegative integer such that p -1 < A < pr+ -1. Set q = pr. Then, for each i such that 0 < i < X, the element v'¡ of indrz(2i7 -2 -A) is not divisible by p.
In order to prove this, we shall need the following results. Let « be a nonnegative integer and let de(n) be the eth digit in the p-adic expansion of n : oo n = J2de(n)pe, de(n)e{0,l,...,p-l}. By Lemma 5, (^li~{j)+J) is also prime to p , and so the proof is complete.
2. An endomorphism of the coordinate ring Moreover, ¿(X) is uniquely determined (up to scalar) by requirement (2.11).
Proof. The uniqueness and the proof of (2.13) are very similar to the proof of the corresponding parts of Lemma 6, so we omit the details. Assuming (2.13), let us prove (2.12). As <f> (X) is a Gz homomorphism, it must preserve the action of the Kostant Z-form Dist(Gz). By the remark following the proof of Lemma 3 we have, for all i (0 < / < A), that The proof of the lemma is complete.
Remark. Of course we could have used an argument like this for the proof of (2.2). We gave the other argument to reveal how certain combinatorial identities are implicit in these statements.
We now have constructed homomorphisms of Gz modules
for all A G X(TZ) such that A > q -1. If A < tf -1, then 2<7-2-A>i?-l and X = 2q -2 -(2q -2 -X), so we see that <fiq(X) can be extended to all XeX(Tz) by setting (2.14) ^(A) = ^(2i-2-A) forX<q-l.
We summarize these results in Remark. We have attempted without success to check directly that ip , as defined by formula (2.16), is a Gz map, without reference to the map <j> . restriction to HZ(X), resp., Hz(-X -2), after localization at p .
Proof. By Proposition 1, Lemmas 6, 7, and the above, the filtration level of each basis vector v¡ in //Z(A) and in ind^A is the same, as it is for v¡ in both Hz(-X-2) and ind^tf -2 -A).
Remark. The restriction on r in the above is necessary, as one can see by looking at the case p -3 , A = 3, r = 0.
For any field k let T = iTz)k and G = iGz)k be the groups obtained by the usual extension of scalars. We identify X{TZ) with XVT). As R' indT' = 0 for all i > 0 (see the remark in [6, 1.3.3] ), by the universal coefficient theorem [1, Th. 1.18] we have, for all A e X'T), (3.4) iindGzX)®k = ind^A. 
